7. DownLoading of Twelve Hats Full of Divine Feminine
Power and Mastery
Mother Mary and “Marrianna”
Beloved Mother Mary please come and sit with me this morning and
share your Sacred Wisdom and Love with me this day.
“My child I am here with my Love unending, to Share and Blend with
your Essence this day.”
“I would that you take a Deep Breath. Today we will do more
Downloading into your Crystal Bed in your Head and the Iron Core Crystal
Grid in Earth. More Divine Wisdom for the Master Pearl Children and All
the Children and multitudes already living upon your Beautiful Great
Earth. This process we are Creating uses the Great Trinity. This will assist
the Conscious awareness of those on Earth to evolve into Higher
Consciousness with Ease and Grace. It also provides this Wisdom to be
available for thousands of years which allows the Gateway to open more
widely for Heaven on Earth and Peace to once again return upon Planet
Earth.”
“Take another Deep Breath and take my hand as I lead you to Higher
Dimensions of Consciousness where Others wait to Share their Gifts of
Sacred Wisdom for you to ground within your Body and the Earth’s
Body.”
I Feel Mother Mary gently grasp my Hand and I am filled with soft
gentle sweet energy, calmness, peacefulness and Joy filling every Cell in
my Body. I realize how different Her Energy Feels as that of Moses but
both Feel wonderful, different. I hear sweet music swaying in the breeze
and the Smell of Roses moves through my Body. I am absorbing All
different vibrations through my Body as though I had no form or skin, just
an open energy field. I notice I have something on my Head. I am not
sure what.
Then Mother Mary shares that Twelve Hats have been placed on my
Head Representing the Twelve Levels we Experience on the Third
Dimensional Earth.

“Today we will be Downloading the Twelve Hats full of Wisdom into
your Crystal Bed and the Iron Core Crystal Grid of Mother Earth.”
“This sacred Wisdom will create a Firm Divine Sacred foundation for
the New Children, the Master Pearl Children and All the Children and
Adults Upon Earth that are here now. It is also for those who Are on their
way and for those who will be Coming in the near future.”
I realize that I am sitting at a Huge Round table beside Mother Mary.
There are Twelve Different Masters representing Each Level of
Development on the Third Dimension. These Masters Radiate different
Colors and Frequencies. I realize that the Energies I will Be Receiving this
day are All Feminine Energies of Great Power and Mastery. All Contain
Leadership abilities, all contain Divine Sacredness of Love, Peace and
Harmony.
“Know the Light and Love is so Intense that No lower Energies could
withstand the High Vibration. They would simply melt into Light,
eliminating all forms of Greed, Control, Competition, Hate and Revenge.
All that falls into Lower Self Service Intent, simply will disappear. The
Brilliant Sacred Light will transform All Lower Energies and Provide direct
Connection with Higher Wisdom. This Higher Wisdom will provide a
Means and a Way to Clear, Heal and balance the Water, Air, Earth and All
within and upon Mother Earth back to the Original Divine Blueprint. This
will usher in Heaven on Earth for Humanity.”
I hear toning from each Master as they remove a hat from my Head
by their Thoughts while we are still sitting around the big table. I see
Light Beams from Mother Mary to each of the Masters and Back to me,
Creating the Divine Trinity as we move around the table One Level at a
time. I Feel the warm Heat penetrating my Head and Body as the Wisdom
is first Downloaded into my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head,
throughout my Body, down my Legs into the Earth and the Iron Core
Crystal Grid then out the Grid system to the entire Planet. It returns up
my legs into my Body and up to the Divine Creator then Back down within
my Heart where it Shines out the Front and Back of my Heart Center and
my Third Eye.
I Know that I know these Masters but I do Not know how or why. I
am told it does not matter at this time. As I become aware of the Gifts as

they Surface in my Consciousness I will be able to communicate directly
with each one of these Masters and they Will teach me what and how to
use these Gifts for the Highest Good for all.
I am told that the Downloading has been Completed but they have
Healing Gifts for me personally as they are well aware of my Body
imbalances.
I see I am Floating in a lying position and Healing Light is
Surrounding my Body. I Feel movement within my Essence and a warm
Comforting Message but I do Not see anything or anybody touching me.
It is all being Gifted to me by Thought. I am Vibrating and pulsing with
unbelievable Loving Healing Light which lasts for what seems to be a
wonderful long time that I never want it to stop. I can See I am full of
Love and Light, as much as my Being can Contain at this time.
I give my Thanks and Appreciation for Not only their Healing but for
all the Sacred Wisdom they have so willingly Shared with me and for
Humanity. I know we will all meet again and I am Thankful. I thank Them
and Beloved Mother Mary and She is telling me it is time for us to leave. I
take another deep Breath, close my Eyes and before I know it Mother
Mary has returned me to my chair in my living room in the desert. I Feel
Her Sweet Embrace and Hear Her Sweet words.
“Peace Be With You Until We Meet Again.”
“I am your Divine Mother Mary.”
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